
Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Hello Kitty with Unicorn
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173568

Size: 37 cm. x 30 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 46.08 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Hello Kitty
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175280

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 37.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Hello Kitty in the snow
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175610

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 37.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Hello Kitty with balloons
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175278

Size: 37 cm. x 44 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 42.61 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Frozen - Ice magic Elsa
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173562

Size: 57 cm. x 80 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 94.54 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Frozen - Olaf
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173563

Size: 37 cm. x 42 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 46.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Frozen - Elsa
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175283

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 46.49 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Frozen - Anna
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175282

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 40.78 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 20 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winnie the Pooh with bee
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175276

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 40.78 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 20 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winnie the Pooh with Piglet
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175277

Size: 36 cm. x 32 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 55.43 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winnie the Pooh with friends
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173565

Size: 47 cm. x 42 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 49.08 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Belle
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173559

Size: 47 cm. x 72 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 77.91 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cinderella
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173560

Size: 52 cm. x 69 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 77.87 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Minnie daydreaming
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175275

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 42.61 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Minnie shushing
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173567

Size: 37 cm. x 50 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 42.61 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 14 February, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Minnie with Purse
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0175284

Size: 35 cm. x 42 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 55.67 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 13 June, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mickey Mouse
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173564

Size: 31 cm. x 43 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 45.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 28 January, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Snow White
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0173561

Size: 47 cm. x 70 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as Diamond
Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an
amazing result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy
to do and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.

Price: € 77.87 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 25 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pirate Dog
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0183219

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 27.12 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 25 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Surfing Shark
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0183266

Size: 22 cm. x 22 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.

Price: € 32.12 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 21 August, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Gorjuss Time to Fly
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0187872

Size: 37 cm. x 49 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step. 

Price: € 40.94 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 21 August, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Gorjuss Thumbelina
da: Vervaco

Modello: KITVER-PN-0187873

Size: 37 cm. x 49 cm. 

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
It's Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for little
ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by simply
completing an image, with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step. 

Price: € 40.78 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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